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Derek McLeod

Derek McLeod describes his pieces as archetypal, comfortable, and usable – objects that make life better 

by looking and performing well. Since 2008, the Canadian cabinetmaker has utilized his sense of craft and 

attention to detail to design timeless products for contract and residential markets. Through exhibitions, com-

petitions, and self-initiated efforts, he has expanded into materials beyond wood; spun steel, machined brass, 

leather, stone, and cast iron. His desire to explore the possibilities inherent to the material and its processes 

still guide the development of new ideas. Derek McLeod Design continues to grow through rigorous attention 

to detail, pursuing design excellence, and by taking creative chances to achieve compelling new products.
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Hang Around is an updated version of the classic 

coat rack. Spacious and sturdy, Derek McLeod’s Hang 

Around has a soft, rounded expression that contrasts 

well to the sturdiness of the design.

The dedicated pegs and their respective bars will 

add a welcoming and distinctive vibe to hallways and 

bedrooms, waiting areas, hotels, and restaurants.

Produced in metal, the Hang Around is available in a 

large version with seven pegs, and in a small version 

with four pegs.
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PRODUCT DATA

Design Derek McLeod. 2023

Product type Coat rack

Environment Indoor

Materials Structure and pegs in steel with 
powder coat

ARTICLE CODES

201607  Hang Around, small

201159  Hang Around, large

DELIVERY

Lead time Stock (if backorder: 20 weeks)
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Founded on rebellious curiosity and a passion for the unique, Karakter is a bit out of the ordinary. Rooted in the proud Danish design tradition, but always maintaining an international 

outlook, Karakter presents a striking portfolio of furniture, lighting and objects from designers who have already written the history of design to those who are aspiring to write the future. 

All designers collaborating with Karakter are curated for their ideas and creativity and shared by all of them is an inspiring level of curiosity and an uncompromising take on their work. 

Boasting both the relevant and honest, the beautiful, the playful and the expressive, all designs have a clear, undeniable character. Ready to spark curiosity and start conversations.
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